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Pre K - Week 1
Body and spacial awareness, dribbling and moving into space
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Body parts and numbers
All players have a ball and dribble around the grid
On coaches command, players place a part of their body on the ball
On coaches command, players place a number of body parts on the ground
Players can begin dribbling around the are once completed
Players should take little touches and keep the ball close

Zootropolis - snowball chaos
Each player has a ball and their job is to move the "snowballs" around the snow with their feet.
Its Judy and nicks job to bring the soccer balls back into the igloo (circle)
Move the snowball with your feet
The polar bears can leave the snowballs anywhere outside of the igloo

King and Queen of the castle
soccer players are dribbling around the castle with their cannon (soccer ball)
We want them to fire their cannons at the castle (tall cones) to become king or queen of the castle
Coaches start as king or queen of the castle and start fixing the castles (tall cones) with their feet, as they get
knocked down can they stand them up again.
After 60-90 seconds pick 2 player to be king or queen of the castle and they have to see how many castles (cones)
they have stand up.

Coach Robot
The coaches are pretending to be robots which the players must destroy
The players dribble around the grid and attempt to kick their soccer ball at the robots
One hit means the robot loses an arm, two hits and they lose another arm, three hits and they lose a leg, four hits
and they lose their second leg and last hit the robot is destroyed
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